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XXIX. THE OBOES 

This chapter discusses the oboe and two - possibly even three - variants of it, namely the oboe 

d'amore, the oboe da caccia and the taille. Also considered is whether the latter instrument was 

just another name for the oboe da caccia or whether it was another form of the tenor oboe. The 

history and construction of the instruments, their makers and players, their range and their 

use in Bach's works will be discussed. Treatises from Bach's time and surroundings will also 

be consulted. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Anonymous, portrait of an oboist, Germany c. 1725-1732. 

Staatliches Institut für Musikforschung Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin. 

 

1. What is known about the construction, characteristics, players and 

use of the oboe in Bach's cantatas and passions in Leipzig? 

The oboe in Germany in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
The oboe originated in France around 1660 from the shawm, A probably partly due to the 

work of the French musicians Jean Hotteterre and Michel Philidor. Both instruments were 

played using a double reed. Perhaps the development of the oboe can be seen as a successful 

attempt to temper the shawn with its louder tone and limited ambitus. 1 The sound of the 

                                                      
1 Lucas van Helsdingen, https://lucasmefecit.nl/bouwer/instrumenten/hobo-soorten. 
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new instrument soon became very popular. B According to Martin Heinrich Fuhrmann 

(1706), the decline in interest in the gamba during the last decades of the 17th century was 

even to be blamed on the French Hautbois. C 

 

Fig. 2a, b, c. Oboes. 

a. Boxwood, Jacob Denner, Nürnberg, before 1735,  

Met Museum New York, no. 89.4.893. 

b. Boxwood, Johann Heinrich Eichentopf, Leipzig, 1725-1750, 

Museu Nacional da Música Lisboa, no. MM 106. 

c. Maple wood, attributed to Johann Gottfried Sattler, Leipzig, 1725-1740,  

Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, no. BK-2018-13 

 

The oboe was usually made of light boxwood and then often stained dark, but plumwood, 

heavy black tropical ebony and ivory were also used. On the lathe, the instrument was usu-

ally fitted with decorative rings, but these could also be made of ivory, brass or silver. The 

instrument consisted of three parts: 1. the top joint with the reed and the holes for one of the 

hands, 2. the middle joint with the holes and the keys for the other hand, and 3. the foot joint 

or bell. Of the three holes in the top joint, the third is doubled, so that both g1 and g
1 can be 

played. The fourth hole (the first hole in the middle section) was often also doubled in order 

to be able to intonate the f1 more accurately. Below the sixth hole, a seventh hole could be 

closed by means of a usually brass key, so that the c1 could be played. This key had on both 

sides a small wing, so that it could be played both left- and right-handed. On one side (or 

both sides) there was a key that opened a hole with which d1 was raised to e1 (see fig. 2); one 

speaks of a three keyed oboe if this was a double key. After 1730 more two keyed oboes were 

constructed in which an e key was fitted only on the right hand side; 1 apparently it was 
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now customary to position the left hand on the top joint. 2 Bruce Haynes notes that a charac-

teristic difference between the baroque oboe (which he systematically calls the Hautboy) and 

the modern oboe (after 1860) is the way in which chromatic tones are realised. On the ba-

roque oboe this was done on the one hand by covering holes in half, and on the other hand 

mainly by forked fingerings, in which a tone was lowered a semitone by closing a hole situ-

ated lower. 3 Inside the bell a rim was applied. In addition, so called vent holes were often 

made in the top of the bell (usually two). Both rim and vent holes served to improve reso-

nance (Fig. 3). At the top of the top joint the double reed could be inserted in a usually brass 

tube that was fixed in the wood.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Foot of the Sattler(?)-oboe in Fig. 2c, consisting of two parts.  

Possibly this was intended to allow a c1 to be played, by leaving out the small intermediate joint. 4 In 

the lower part, a vent hole is visible on the right. Photo by Marcel Ponseele. 

 

In orchestras, oboes were initially added to string groups to obtain a fuller sound; they 

played colla parte with the violins. 5 The oboe's sound was louder than that of the violin; in 

German orchestras, about three violins were usually deployed for each oboe; 6 the same was 

applied by Bach. 

German tracts from the first half of the eighteenth century 
At the end of the seventeenth century, the oboe was not yet mentioned in treatises such as 

those by Daniel Speer (1687 and 1697) and Georg Falck (1688). Early in the eighteenth cen-

tury, the writers Johann Samuel Beyer (1703), D Friederich Erhard Niedt (1706), E Martin 

Heinrich Fuhrmann (1706), F and Johann Gottfried Walther (1708) G did not mention much 

more than that the oboe was a French shawm; only Niedt and Walther added the range c1 -c3.  

                                                      
2 Ulrich Prinz, J.S. Bach's Instrumentarium, Kassel 2005, p. 275. 
3 Bruce Haynes, The Eloquent Oboe. A History of the Hautboy 1640-1760, Oxford 2001, p. 6f. 
4 Stefaan Verdegem and Marcel Ponseele, 'Fourteen Leipzig Oboes from the time of J.S. Bach', The Gal-

pin Society Journal LXXIV, 2021, p. 70-102, on p. 90. 
5 Haynes 2001, p. 280. 
6 Ibid., p. 192. 
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Johann Mattheson (as usual) gave more information in 1713. The sound of the oboe 

resembled that of the human voice, and the instrument had to be played delicately and canta-

bile (= in the manner of singing). The range could also be up to d3.H 

There are no treatises from the 1720s, but in the following decade more authors described the 

instrument. Walther, for instance, reported in 1732 that oboes were (by now) generally 

known, that they were made of boxwood, and that the French name means 'high wood'. I In-

cidentally, it is not certain that haut in this context does not mean 'loud'. That the oboe was 

originally a French instrument is reflected in the name, which is invariably Hautbois, and not 

the Italian Oboe. That the oboist in France would also have been called Hautbois, as Walther 

wrote, does not seem correct. In the same year Joseph Friedrich Bernhard Caspar Majer in-

cluded elements from Mattheson's and Walther's treatises, but added that other types of 

wood were also used, and that the ambitus and the grips resembled those of the traverso. J 

According to Barnickel (1737) the instrument had a loud tone and required a lot of air. Ac-

cording to him the term haut would have to do with the pitch in France compared to other 

instruments. He corrected the apparently wrong name Walther gave to the oboist.K 

Johann Philipp Eisel gave the most information in 1738, although, as always, he drew 

on the treatises of Mattheson and Walther. He called the oboe's tone 'pleasant', provided the 

instrument was played well, and that it found wide application, including church music. He 

also described the construction of the oboe, with the holes and keys of a two-keyed oboe. Fi-

nally, he described all twenty-five fingerings and summarised them in a fingerings table. It is 

notable that the third and fourth holes were doubled and that half-closed holes were not 

used. Moreover, a number of fingerings in the table seem to be incorrect; they resemble those 

of the traverso or recorder. L In Johann Heinrich Zedler's large lexicon there is no new infor-

mation about the oboe to be found. 7 

Instrument builders 
About 37% of the surviving oboes from the period 1710-1730 originate from Germany; more 

than 80% of them were made in Nürnberg and Leipzig.8 The best-known German makers of 

oboes, oboi d'amore and oboi da caccia were to be found in Nürnberg, including Jacob Denner 

and Johann Wilhelm Oberlender; newly-built baroque oboes in our time are often based on 

Denner's surviving instruments. However, it is more likely that the oboes in Bach's cantatas 

were made in Leipzig. The large number of wind instrument makers (twenty) in Leipzig can 

be explained by the fact that the guild system did not apply here. 9 Johann Heinrich Eichen-

topf was particularly well known, but there are also instruments surviving from among oth-

ers Johann Gottfried Bauer(mann) and his son Johann Gottlob, Johann Poerschmann, Johann 

Cornelius Sattler and Johann Gottfried Sattler, Christian Noack and Gottlieb Crone. Eichen-

topf, who had a friendly relationship with Bach, sold not only wooden but also brass wind 

and string instruments. This suggests that he was more of a merchant than an instrument 

maker. It is therefore quite possible that Eichentopf's instruments were not made by himself, 

rather under his supervision.10 

                                                      
7 Johann Heinrich Zedler, Grosses vollständiges Universal-Lexicon, Halle und Leipzig 1731-1754, Band 12, 

column 927. 
8 Haynes 2001, p. 313. 
9 Ibid., p. 362f.; Verdegem and Ponseele 2021 p. 71-76. 
10 Christian Ahrens, 'J. S. Bach, J. H. Eichentopf und die Hautbois d'amour in Leipzig', BJ 100, 2014, p. 

48f.; Verdegem and Ponseele 2021, p. 76f. 
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Oboes and their players in the two main churches in Leipzig 
In 1709 Johann Kuhnau mentioned the use of oboes in the churches in Leipzig. M This means 

that at that time oboes and oboists were available. From the very first time Bach performed 

cantatas in Leipzig in 1723, he prescribed the oboe (usually in pairs in tutti's in newly com-

posed cantatas), whereby he could entrust the oboe parts to city musicians. Stadtpfeiffer Jo-

hann Caspar Gleditsch and Kunstgeiger Johann Gottfried Kornagel were employed as oboists. 
11 Gleditsch was promoted from Kunstgeiger to Stadtpfeiffer under Johann Kuhnau in 1719; in 

the same year Kornagel was appointed Kunstgeiger. Gleditsch must have been a first-class 

oboist, because Bach wrote more solos for the oboe than for any other instrument. He played 

in almost all the surviving Leipzig cantatas. His parts contain remarkably few interpretation 

marks; apparently Bach trusted his first oboist to choose them himself. But Kornagel, possi-

bly a pupil of Gleditsch, was also clearly able to play Bach's often equally difficult parts for 

the second oboe, although he was never promoted to Stadtpfeiffer. 12 Gleditsch died in 1747, 

Kornagel in 1753. 

In 1745 Geselle Carl Friedrich Pfaffe was found suited at an audition as assistant to 

Stadtpfeiffer Johann Cornelius Gentzmer; among other things he played the oboe. In 1746/8 

Stadtpfeiffer Johann Friedrich Kirchhoff and Kunstgeiger (after 1747 Stadtpfeiffer) Johann Chris-

tian Oschatz were named as oboists at the Große Concert-Gesellschafft;13 other city musicians 

may obviously have played the oboe during Bach's directorship. 

Oboes are not mentioned anywhere in the catalogues of instruments in the churches 

and schools; apparently they were in the possession of the town musicians.14 This is also evi-

dent from the surviving estates of the town musicians Johann Friedrich Caroli, Christian 

Rother, Johann Caspar Gleditsch and Johann Christian Oschatz. It was not until 1795 that 

three oboes were purchased for the Thomasschule.15 

Oboe parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: designation. 
In almost all cantatas and passions written in Leipzig, Bach prescribed oboes (or oboi d'amore) 

as well as strings. The oboe can therefore be called a standard instrument in Bach's church 

music in Leipzig, on a par with the violin, viola, cello, harpsichord and organ. Bach was 

clearly aware of the oboe's French origins: he almost always called the instrument Hautbois or 

some variation thereof. The Italian name Oboe and variants thereof occur much less fre-

quently. However in works that originated earlier or after 1730, they occur relatively often. 16 

                                                      
11 Dokumente GLT (1723:) VIII/C 1,2, p. 39, (1730:) 56, p. 76. 
12 Haynes 2001, p. 364ff; Ibid., 'The sprightly hautboy, 1680-1760' in Geoffrey Burgess and Bruce 

Haynes, The Oboe, New Haven and London 2004, p. 40 ff, at p. 72f.  
13 See, among others, Hans-Joachim Schulze, 'Das große Concert, die Freimaurer und Johann Sebastian 

Bach, BJ 104, 2018, p. 11ff., at p. 31f. 
14 Dokumente GLT VIII/C 9 (p. 44), 20 (p. 51), 53, 54 (p. 73f.). 
15 Ibid., XI/C39, 44, p. 566, 570f.; Hans-Joachim Schulze, 'Besitzstand und Vermögensverhältnisse von 

Leipziger Rathsmusikern zur Zeit Johann Sebastian Bachs', Beiträge zur Bachforschung, Heft 4, Leipzig 

1985, p. 33ff. Gleditsch owned, according to the list of instruments he left behind at his death, besides 

three oboes a variety of other instruments. 
16 According to Prinz 2005, p. 278ff: 

Pre-Leipzig: BWV 12, 21.1, 71, 131, 185`.1, 199.1 

Leipzig before 1730: BWV 24, 34, 44, 47, 75, 130, 167, 176. 

Leipzig after 1730: BWV 11, 14, 30.2, 118.2, 195.3, 232.4, 237, 240, 245, 248.2. 
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Bach sometimes used the term Hautbois (à) l'ordinaire to indicate that an oboe d'amore or da cac-

cia was to be exchanged for an ordinary oboe. 17 

Oboe parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: clefs, notation and ambitus 
 

  
Fig. 4. BWV 16/3, 'Laßt uns jauchzen', m. 1-5a, score. 

No instrumentation indicated. The parts show that the top two staves are for violin and oboe 1 and 2; 

the third for viola.  

 

Oboe parts are almost without exception written with the violin clef adjacent to the margin. 

Bach often had the oboes play colla parte with the violins. In such cases he usually did not 

write separate oboe staves in the score, and sometimes he started the score with instructions 

such as Violino 1 è Hautbois 1, but usually there is no indication that the oboes played along; 

this only becomes clear from the parts (fig. 4; in this case it is also only clear from the parts 

that a horn had an obligatory part in BWV 16, probably as a second thought). 18 When only the 

score has been preserved, and oboes are not mentioned, their participation is not certain but 

probable. Sometimes one can fall back on later copies for the instrumentation, but even then 

it has never been proven that oboes played along during Bach’s performances. 19 

In oboe parts played colla parte, the compass is almost always based on that of the vio-

lin, and not on the smaller one of the oboe. As a result, the parts often contain notes that can-

not be played by the oboe. In the German language one speaks of Umfangsüberschreitungen, 

                                                      
The also mentioned title page of the parts of BWV 82.1 was written after Bach's death by 

C.P.E. Bach. 
17 Ibid., p. 278, 281: BWV 24, 87, 95, 125, 244.2, 245.2, 
18 Ibid., p, 286: Prinz mentions as examples BWV 10/2, 16/1,3, 43/1, 48/6, 87/1, 122/1, 128/1, 187/3. 
19 For example BWV 144. 
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when the notes for the oboe are above d3, and of Umfangsunterschreitungen when they are be-

low c1. When the oboist plays along colla parte with a violin part, and the oboe part has been 

thoughtlessly copied (and carelessly corrected), it often contains notes lower than c1; this 

usually concerns the part for oboe 2. Sometimes the common staves for violin and oboe con-

tain indications of differentiation between the notes for violin and oboe. This may be in the 

form of two parts on the same staff, double stems, rests and captions (Fig. 5). 20 

 

 
Fig. 5. BWV 28/1, Gottlob! Nun geht das Jahr zu Ende, m. 1-7, score, staves v1/ob1, v2/ob2, va/taille. The 

insertion of winds and strings is clarified with captions, rests and double stems. 

 

In his oboe parts Bach used all tones of c1 -d3. In four cases he appears to have asked the obo-

ist to play an e3. All these cases, however, concern parts in which oboe 1 goes colla parte with 

violin 1 (fig. 6). The oboe part is again - apparently somewhat carelessly - copied from the vi-

olin part. 21 

 

Fig. 6. BWV 43/1, Gott fähret auf mit Jauchzen, m. 38-39. 

On the left, the common staff for v1/ob1 and v2/ob2 in the score,  

On the right, part ob1, with e3. 

 

 
Fig. 7. ‘Gloria’ from Mass in B Minor, BWV 232.2/4, m. 51-53, score, staves ob1, ob2, v1 

Part v1 with c#3 -e3 -d3 in m. 52, part ob1 colla parte, but here with c#3 -b2 . 

                                                      
20 Prinz 2005, p. 286. 
21 Ibid., p. 291: This concerns BWV 43/1 (m. 39), 128/1 (m. 78), 186/5 (m. 12), 192/2 (m. 106). In the case 

of BWV 186 the score is not autographic, while in BWV 192 the score has been lost. 
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In other cases Bach has made an adaptation for the oboe that is playable (fig. 7).22 As men-

tioned above, Umfangsunterschreitungen also occur frequently. Presumably, in such cases the 

oboists will have either played the notes concerned in the higher octave or left them out. 

Bach sometimes again, usually afterwards, made adjustments to the part, making it playable 

(fig. 8).23 

 
Fig. 8. 'Alles nun daß ihr wollet' BWV 24/3, m. 14. 

Left: stave v2/ob2 in score, centre: part v2, right: part ob2 with correction b  f1. 

 

Ulrich Prinz assumes that if a part for oboe 2 contains the notes a, b and c1 , and no notes 

higher than b2 , it must have been played on oboe d'amore. 24 The question is whether it was 

indeed right to combine both instruments. After all, they have a different sound character, 

and Bach never explicitly prescribed this combination,  

Oboe parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: c1 and c1 
The lowest tone on the baroque oboe is the c1, which can be played by closing all holes, in-

cluding the c-key (the e-key is already closed at rest). However, on many surviving instru-

ments c1 is too high. To be able to play a c1, the oboist had to adjust the lip tension in order to 

lower the tone. By plugging up one or both vent holes with a plug or with wax, a purer c1 

could also be achieved; however, this was at the expense of the purity of the f1 and f1. 25 

For the c1 (or d
1 ) there was no key on the oboes in Bach's time. In Eisel's table the 

note has been skipped (see above). Bach usually tried to avoid the c1 (fig. 9), but not always.  

 

Fig. 9. BWV 62/2, 'Bewundert, O Menschen', m. 52c - 56. 

Left: part v2, right: part ob2. 

Oboes largely colla parte with violins, but not in these measures, to avoid c1 and a 

 

More than once, the cause of this phenomenon is a badly corrected oboe part when it is cop-

ied from the violin part played in colla parte, but the c1 is also sometimes left in obligato oboe 

                                                      
22 Ibid., p. 291f.: Prinz gives as examples besides BWV 232.2 also BWV 110/1, 172.2/1, 147/1. 
23 Ibid., p. 293f.: Corrections are found in BWV 2/5, 20/8, 24/3, 6, 25/5, 28/2, 41/1,6, 44/6, 57/1, 58/1, 5, 

62/2, 68/1, 5, 70/8, 87/1, 94/1, 97/1, 119/1, 7, 122/1, 130.2/6, 147/1, 166/1, 167/5, 176/1, 226, 232.4, (240), 

244.2, 245.5, 248.2/54, 249.5/1. 

Bach made the necessary corrections to the part for ob2 in BWV 2/5, but omitted them in the part for 

ob1. 
24 Ibid., p. 294, 296: BWV 17/1, 45/1, 94/3,8, 104/1, 113/1, 128/1, 129/1, 5, 148/4, 169/1, 193.2/5, 244.2. 
25 Haynes 2001, p. 202ff. 
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parts. Presumably this must be attributed to carelessness; Bach cannot have consciously writ-

ten notes that he knew were unplayable. 26 

By closing the c-key halfway, a c1 can be achieved with a lot of practice and effort, 

but the result is unreliable. On oboes with a too high c1 (see above) this could sometimes be 

increased in the direction of a c1 by adjusting the lip tension. Of course, the vent holes had 

then to be unsealed. It depends on the player and his instrument to what extent both tones 

could be realised. Presumably Bach's oboists could play a c1 without much difficulty, and a 

c1 practically not. Only rarely did both tones occur within one movement, possibly uninten-

tionally. 27 As mentioned above, a c1 in a part may also indicate that an oboe d'amore is meant. 

Oboe parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: pitch and key 

A remark by Kuhnau in 1717 shows that soon after he took office in 1701 he replaced Chorton 

as the standard pitch with Kammerton. According to his own statement, this could be the nor-

mal (a1 = ca. 415 Hz) and the low Kammerton (a1 = ca. 392 Hz), choosing whichever was most 

convenient. This means that oboes must have been available in both Kammerton pitches.N 

During the first year of Bach's cantatas in Leipzig, he may also have had oboes in lower pitch 

at his disposal. Haynes believes that he chose this option in about five works during the first 

annual cantata cycle.28 However, Prinz shows that this cannot be deduced from the wood-

wind parts in any of the works mentioned; it seems more likely that Bach only had his obo-

ists play in normal Kammerton. 29 That Prinz's information regarding Du wahrer Gott und Da-

vids Sohn BWV 23 is probably incorrect does not alter the conclusion. 30 While Kuhnau still 

used oboes in low Kammerton, Bach apparently no longer did so. According to Stefaan Verde-

gem and Marcel Ponseele, this indicates that the oboes used during Bach's directorship date 

from about 1720 onward. They examined all known oboes made in Leipzig in the period 

1720-1750. They found that they were all in normal Kammerton. 31 

At first glance, Bach seems not to have had a preference for a particular key. This is 

not surprising, since the oboe was used in the vast majority of Bach's cantatas written in 

Leipzig. But when he used the oboe as a solo instrument in arias, he seems to have had a 

preference for keys with 0 to 2 flats. The number of compositions with three flats is roughly 

as large as those for 1 and 2 sharps together. Violins (with their loose strings GDAE), how-

ever, are preferably played in keys with sharps, as are the soft-sounding traversos, which are 

naturally intoned in D. For oboes, D is also the natural key, i.e. the key with the least possible 

                                                      
26 Prinz 2005, p. 295f: Uncorrected c1 in obligato parts: BWV 44/1 (m. 43), 149/1 (m. 97), 157.2/1 (m. 18) 

and 244.2/1 (m. 20, Ob.2). The oboe part in BWV 157.2/1 (only copies known) contains not only a c1  

(m. 18), but also a b (m. 33), and is probably intended for oboe d'amore. The oboe solo in part 3 is spe-

cifically notated for a Grand Oboe. 

In colla parte parts: BWV 2/5, 16/6, 24/3, 25/1, 26/6, 28/1, 29/1,2,5, 30.2/1, 33/6, 34.2/1, 35/1, 2, 5, 40/6, 43/5, 

50, 57/1, 68/1, 69.1/6, 70/8, 74/8, 83/5, 94/1, 101/7, 110/6, 136/1, 144/1, 146/1, 171/1, 174/1, 244.2/45, 

245.2/14, 15, 16, 17, 23, 248.2/1. 
27 This concerns BWV 245.2/15, 16b, 6/2 (for oboe da caccia). 
28 Haynes 2001, p. 387: BWV 22, 23.1, 63, 194.3 and 243.1 (Magnificat, version in E). 
29 Prinz 2005, p. 14ff. 
30 Haynes 2001, p. 386f; Prinz 2005, p. 16. However, the information regarding BWV 23 is outdated 

(also in BWV3); a clarino part written in 1723 in c makes it plausible that the cantata was then per-

formed in c, and the following year in b with cornettos and trombones; to that end, he rewrote the 

oboe parts for oboi d'amore. 
31 Verdegem and Ponseele 2021, p. 72. 
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use of half-covered holes, forked fingerings and keys. However, the more fork fingerings are 

required, the less clear and more muffled the sound becomes. It is this sound character that 

explains the popularity of the flat keys in oboe music: the loud sound of the oboe is damp-

ened by them.32 Moreover, intonation was problematic due to the usual bores in sharp keys. 

 According to Haynes, each additional sharp or flat complicates the technique and re-

duces reliability. As soon as there are four or more sharps or flats adjacent to the margin, 

many notes have a very different sound character.33 The a1 /g
1 was a tricky tone in fast 

pieces, as it required the third hole to be half-closed. Moreover, there are transitions that 

were not easy to realise with standard grips, such as d
2 -e2 (or c2 -d

2). These fingerings did 

not allow a legato transition; also trills were often difficult to realise. In practice, auxiliary 

fingerings were often used in such cases; the notes played with them were not as pure as 

with standard fingerings, but they were much easier to realise.34 

 Although Eisel's table does not show this, good oboists also used different intonations 

for c and d and e, etc. As discussed in Chapter X, both singers and instrumentalists did not 

adjust their intonation to the tuning of the keyboard instrument, but tried to intonate the 

tones as 'pure' as possible. 35 

Oboe parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: occupation 
Bach predominantly wrote for two oboes in his church works in Leipzig, but in pre-Leipzig 

and solo cantatas Bach often limited the number of oboes to one.36 In cantatas for festive oc-

casions, on the other hand, the composer sometimes increased the number of oboes to 

three.37 In addition, especially in his third and fourth cantata cyclesin Leipzig, Bach often 

combined two oboes with a taille or oboe da caccia.38 Normally the oboists played no other in-

struments than the oboe, oboe d'amore and oboe da caccia. However, it was often necessary to 

switch between these instruments within a cantata or passion. 

In his repertoire, Bach often changed the instrumentation. Sometimes the oboe was 

replaced by another instrument (violin, oboe d'amore, organ, traverso), and in other cases an-

other instrument (trumpet, traverso, oboe d'amore) was replaced by an oboe. Sometimes string 

parts were also reinforced with oboes during re-performances.39 

                                                      
32 Ibid., p. 215ff., in particular. p. 222. 
33 Haynes 2001, p. 213f. 
34 Peter Frankenberg (private communication 30 July 2021). According to Prinz, the problems with 

many sharps can sometimes be solved in practice by using an oboe d'amore. The grip for a c on that 

instrument is the same as for an e on the normal oboe. Prinz 2010, p. 214f. 
35 Ibid., p. 266ff. 
36 Prinz 2005, p. 296f.: Old cantatas: BWV 12, 21.2, 32, 70, 131, 132, 152, 172.2,3 181 (Köthen). 

Solo cantatas: BWV 13, 55, 82.1, 84, 156, 157.2, 158, 159, 166, 167. Other cantatas: 22, 125, 180. 
37 Ibid.: BWV 20, 26, 41, 52, 63, 69.1,2, 91, 110, 119, 130.2, 149, 190, 194.2, 232.4/III. In the Früh- and Spät-

fassung of the Matthäus-Passion BWV 244.1,2 two oboes are prescribed in each choir. 
38 Ibid., Taille: BWV 19, 28, 35, 56, 57, 58, 68, 98, 101, 104, 118.2(second version), 122, 140, 146, 174, 176, 

186, 188, 226. Oboe da caccia: BWV 6, 74, 87, 110, 128. 
39 Ibid., p. 298f. 
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The oboe was developed in France in the seventeenth century from the shawm; 

then in the first decade of the eighteenth century, the instrument quickly be-

came popular in Germany as well. The best-known makers were based in 

Nürnberg and Leipzig. From his first performances in Leipzig, Bach had one or 

two oboists play in almost all his cantatas, often colla parte with the violin 

parts. Such oboe parts often contained notes that could not be played on the 

oboes with their smaller range; Bach did not correct these notes in all cases. 

Possibly in order to achieve a milder tone, he preferred not to prescribe cross-

tones in solo parts. Bach's oboists were the city musicians Gleditsch and Kor-

nagel; the former in particular must have been an exceptionally good oboist. 
 

 

2. What is known about the construction, characteristics, players and 

use of the oboe d'amore in Bach's cantatas and passions in Leipzig? 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 10a, b. 

a. Johann Wilhelm Oberlender, oboe d'amore, Nürnberg ca. 1725 (?) 

Germanisches Nationalmuseum Nürnberg, no. MI92_A.  

b. Johann Heinrich Eichentopf, oboe d'amore, Leipzig, second quarter of the 18th century. 

Musical Instrument Museum Brussels, no. 971. 
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The oboe d'amore in Germany in the eighteenth century. 
According to Michael Finkelman, the oboe d'amore was developed around 1715 in southern 

Germany from the so-called oboe grande, a normal oboe, but with larger dimensions and the 

fundamental tone a. This oboe grande would have come from France (Hautecontre de Hautbois) 

to Germany around 1680 and is prescribed in church cantatas by Carl Heinrich Graun, Jo-

hann Georg Hoffmann, Gottfried Heinrich Stölzel, Gottfried August Homilius and Georg 

Philipp Telemann, among others. Whether they really meant an instrument other than the 

oboe d'amore with this term, however, is questionable. 40 

The oboe d'amore, like the oboe grande, was in a, and thus sounded a minor third lower 

than the normal oboe, and had a different foot joint: instead of a flared one, the bell was 

spherical or pear-shaped, lacking vent holes (Fig. 10). 41 The oboe d'amore's mild sound was 

primarily due to its lower root tone; according to Haynes, it was also due to the relatively 

low-set holes, and not to the spherical ‘love foot’ (Liebesfuß). 42 

Oboi d'amore were almost exclusively found in Germany. The oldest surviving instru-

ment was made in 1719 by Johann Gottfried Bauer in Leipzig, however all major woodwind 

instrument makers started to produce the oboe d'amore around this time. As compared to 

other makers, a particularly large number of Eichentopf ‘love oboe's’ have survived (twelve). 

In his advertisements in Frankfurt (1722-1724), this Leipzig maker of woodwind instruments 

called them Hautbois de Lamur. They are always equipped with doubled third and fourth 

holes, and two or three keys for a and c1. 43 The oldest surviving music for the instrument 

was written by Christoph Graupner as early as 1717. Cantatas for oboe d'amore by Kuhnau are 

known from ca. 1721. Other composers, like Telemann and Stölzel, also wrote a lot for the in-

strument. It was Telemann who made the oboe d'amore popular in Germany, but Bach wrote 

the majority of the parts for this instrument. These represent no less than 40% of all transmit-

ted German solo music for oboe d'amore. 44 From about 1740 the number of German composi-

tions for the instrument declined; after 1760 it was practically negligible. 45 

 

German treatises from the first half of the eighteenth century 
Naturally, the instrument was mentioned in treatises only after 1720. Walther (1732) reported 

that the oboe d'amore only became known after 1720. He mentioned the deviating foot and 

gave as range a to a2 or even b2. O Majer (1732); 46 Barnickel (1737), 47 and Zedler 48 hardly de-

viated from Walther in their descriptions. Even Eisel (1738) knew little more, although he 

wrote that oboe d'amore parts were notated with the violin clef.P 

                                                      
40 Michael Finkelman, 'Die Oboeninstrumente in tieferer Stimmlage', Teil 1, Tibia 1998 Heft 4, p. 274ff. 

(Finkelman I), on p. 279f.; Haynes 2001, p. 368, 373ff, 377f. 
41 Finkelman Teil 2, Tibia 1999 Heft 1 (Finkelman II), p. 364ff. 
42 Haynes 2004, p. 73. 
43 Finkelman II, 1999/1, p. 363; Ahrens 2004, p. 48. 
44 Haynes 2001, p. 267. 
45 Ibid., p. 362, 369f. 
46 Majer 1732, p. 34. 
47 Barnickel 1737, p. 171. 
48 Zedler, Band 12, column 927. 
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Oboi d'amore and their players in the two main churches in Leipzig 
As for ordinary oboes, it was the city musicians who owned oboi d'amore. Bach's oboists 

Gleditsch and Kornagel also played the oboi d'amore. As soon as Bach arrived in Leipzig he 

put the instrument to use (BWV 75, 76, 24, 147, 136 ff. ), probably at the instigation of both 

oboists, who had been familiar with the instrument for some years, 49 but possibly after he 

had been in contact with Bauer or Eichentopf as early as November 1722. 50 

Oboe d'amore parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: denomination.  
As for ordinary oboes, Bach almost always called the instrument by its French name, Haut-

bois d'Amour, or a variation thereof. 51 On a number of occasions Bach simply wrote down the 

name Hautbois, while it can be deduced from the ambitus and key that an instrument in A 

would have been much more suitable for this part; the second oboe in particular often comes 

out too low or has to play a c1 several times. 52 When no oboes other than the oboe d'amore 

appear in a work, Bach usually did not repeat the name further on, but sufficed with Hautb. 

or something similar. 53 

Oboe d'amore parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: clefs and notation  
During the first months of writing music for the oboe d'amore in 1723, Bach tried out various 

notation methods. Sometimes he wrote transposing (transposing notation, i.e. a minor third 

higher), sometimes in sounding pitch (sounding pitch notation, or concert pitch). Sometimes 

he wrote the parts in the violin clef, in the French violin clef (which was notated exactly one 

third lower) or in the soprano C-clef. In the score he usually wrote in sounding pitch notation 

and in the parts in transposing notation. From 1724 onwards he opted (for the time being) for 

sounding pitch notation in the violin clef; apparently Gleditsch and Kornagel were able to 

transpose the notated music into the required fingerings themselves.54 Later in life, however, 

Bach more often wrote down the parts in transposing notation again.55 It is possible that Bach 

had other oboists playing, who were less familiar with the sounding pitch notation. When 

changing between different oboe types in the course of a work, this could be indicated by 

different clefs, among other things. 

 As has also been noted for the normal oboe, the participation of an oboe d'amore 

sounding colla parte with the violin is sometimes not immediately clear from the score, as 

separate staves for the oboes are usually lacking. The use of the oboe d'amore is then indicated 

either in the parts (fig. 11a/b), 56 or from a caption (Hautbois d'Amour or Hautb.), 57 or from solo 

/ tutti notes in the violin staves. 58 

 

                                                      
49 Haynes 2001, p. 370. 
50 Ahrens 2014, p. 58f. 
51 Prinz 2005, p. 325ff.  
52 Ibid., p. 294, 331; Haynes 2001, p. 369 (n. 54). E.g. in BWV 17, 45, 86, 88 (title page), 94, 113, 169, 193.2, 

198.  
53 Ibid., p. 331. 
54 Until 1727 there is only one exception to this custom, namely BWV 183. 
55 Prinz 2005, p. 328ff. With violin key in BWV 8.2, 100 (re-pweformance), 157 (copy); French violin key 

in BWV 145 (copy), 232.2, 243.2.  
56 Ibid., p. 332f.: BWV 88/1,5, 133/1, 170/1,5, 232.2/2, 248.2/26.  
57 Ibid.: BWV 244.2/30, 248/.24,19; 3/5, 103/5, 108/1, 232.2/1, 248.2/26.  
58 Ibid.: BWV 232.4/II.3. 
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Fig. 11a. Siehe, ich will viel Fischer senden, BWV 88/1, score, stave violin 1 + oboe d'amore 1 

Instrumentation not specified. 

 

 
Fig. 11b. Ibid., part oboe d'amore 1. 

 

A special case is the Sinfonia from the cantata Gott soll allein mein Herze haben BWV 169/1. 

Sometimes there is no room at the bottom of the page for separate staves for the three oboes; 

they are then placed with the staves of the strings, with which they partly sound colla parte. 

Notations such as Hautbois, Violino, Hautb. è Viol. clarify which instrumentalists should play 

the notes (fig. 12).59 

 

 
Fig. 12. Sinfonia BWV 169/1, score, m. 24c-29b 

The Taille not mentioned in the third stave, but is shown in the surviving part. 

 

However  in some cases the parts are not clear either; for instance, it should be clear in such a 

case from the key and the ambitus that an oboe d'amore is meant (fig. 13).60 For example, the 

three oboes mentioned in the title of the Sinfonia mentioned above must be two oboi d'amore 

and a taille: this is clear not only from the title page, but also from the notes a and b in the 

two upper oboe parts (fig. 12, m. 28). In the Matthäus-Passion BWV 244.2 for the oboe parts, it 

is not always clear whether an oboe d'amore is meant (when this is not apparent from a cap-

tion or the ambitus), because (as is customary) they are written in sound notation. These 

parts can often be played on both instruments. Prinz describes some other special cases in 

                                                      
59 Ibid., p. 332f. 
60 Ibid., p. 233f.: BWV 30/6, 110/4, 244.2/13.  
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which the oboe d'amore plays a role. 61 As mentioned in § 1, the combination oboe and oboe 

d'amore does not occur in Bach's works and the playing of only a second oboe part on the oboe 

d'amore due to Umfangsunterschreitungen was probably not self-evident (certainly in colla parte 

parts).  

 

 
Fig. 13. ‘Ich will dir mein Herze schenken' BWV 244.2/13, oboe 2 part, beginning. 

Key with a sharp, too low tones a, b and c1. 

Oboe d'amore parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: pitch, key and ambitus 
Bach preferably wrote his parts for the normal oboe in keys with 0, 1 or 2 flats (see 1). As on 

the oboe d’amore the same fingerings produce tones with three extra sharps (root A instead of 

C), it is obvious that Bach wrote his oboe d'amore parts preferably in keys with sharps. 

According to Walther, the range of the oboe d'amore was a-b2, i.e. like the normal oboe, 

two octaves plus a second. Bach made generous use of this range in his parts for both the 

first and second oboe d'amore. In a number of movements the highest note is c3, c3 or d3  (fig. 

14), but here it is a question of Umfangsüberschreitung in parts played in colla parte with violin 

and/or traverso. 62 

 

 
Fig. 14. 'Ach, nun ist mein Jesus hin' BWV 244.2/30, score, stave oboe d'amore 1, m. 85. 

With c3 and d3. 
 

There is also a d3 in 'O Mensch bewein dein Sünde groß' BWV 244.2/29 (m. 88). This chorale 

arrangement was probably originally in D, with a scale of b-b2 for the oboe d'amore part; only 

when transposed to E did the range become c1 -c3. 63 Bach prescribed oboi d'amore several 

times, when an oboe 2 would be too low to sound colla parte with violin 2. 64 As with the 

oboe, Umfangsüberschreitung occurs more often in parts played colla parte with the violin, but 

as for the normal oboe Bach rewrote a number of parts so that the notes c3, c3 and d3 were 

avoided.65 The same applies to corrected Umfangsunterschreitungen (notes lower than a). 66 

Oboe d'amore parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: a and b /a 
The fundamental tone a on the oboe d'amore was often clearer to intonate than the often too 

high fundamental tone c1 on the ordinary oboe. The b /a (transposing notation c1) was 

                                                      
61 Ibid., p. 335ff.: BWV 95, 136, 151, 170, 245.2,5, 249.3 and 250-252. 
62 Ibid., p. 339; Haynes 2001, p. 372. E.g. BWV 7/6, 103/5, 107/7, 115/2 and 244.2/30.  
63 Prinz 2005, p. 338f. c3 appears in Ich armer Mensch BWV 55/1; according to the title page, this part is 

for oboe d'amore, but both score and part mention an ordinary oboe. The part is not transposed, and 

also the key makes an oboe d'amore unlikely. 
64 Prinz 2005, p. 350: BWV 136/1: 244.2/38b, 245.2,3,5/23f. 
65 Ibid., p. 339ff: BWV 107/1, 151/1, 3, 37/5, 80/5, 100/6, 189/1,10. 
66 Ibid., p. 342: BWV 133/1, 49/1, 100/6, 154/7, 169/1, 245.5 (version IV)/34, 248.2/4. 
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more difficult to achieve because of this; the lack of vent holes meant that plugging these up 

was not an option, as it is with the oboe. The only possibilities were the unreliable half-cover-

ing of the a-key and lowering the b with the lip tension, but that too was hardly feasible. In 

practice, this will not have been used. 67 Nevertheless, the b and a respectively occur a few 

times in Bach's cantatas and the Mass in b, and not only in parts that are played colla parte 

with other instruments. 68 

Oboe d'amore parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: instrumentation 
The oboe d'amore was primarily a solo instrument (without strings). About half of Bach's solo 

parts for oboe were for oboe d'amore, especially in pieces without flats. This does not alter the 

fact that the instrument was often played colla parte with the violin parts. Bach wrote for a 

single oboe d'amore about as often as for a pair. 69 

 Bach made scant use of combinations of the oboe d'amore with other oboes, however it 

follows from the ambitus and keys that a number of oboe parts must have been assigned to 

the oboe d'amore. 70 In repeat performances the oboe d'amore is often omitted or replaced by an-

other instrument, or just added. 71 

The oboe d'amore is a minor third lower than the normal oboe; the holes are 

placed lower, and the bell is spherical or pear-shaped. Bach preferred the mild 

sounding instrument to be played in keys with sharps. The sounding note b 

/a  was almost unplayable, but is nevertheless prescribed several times in 

colla parte parts. Early and late parts for oboe d'amore were often written in 

transposing notation (transposition to c1), other parts mostly in sounding 

pitch notation. 
 

 

3. What is known about the construction, characteristics, players and 

use of the straight tenor oboe and Bach's parts for the taille in his can-

tatas and passions in Leipzig? 
 

The straight tenor oboe in Germany in the eighteenth century.  
Just as the Haute-contre de Hautbois probably came from France to Germany in the last dec-

ades of the seventeenth century and functioned as the Oboe grande in oboe ensembles in the 

eighteenth century, a tenor oboe, the Taille de Hautbois (in short: taille), also reached Germany. 

                                                      
67 Haynes 2001, p. 205. 
68 Prinz 2005, p. 343: in obligato parts in BWV 120.1/1 (m. 38) and 146/5 (m. 52, 54, 58, 62,69), 198/1 (m. 

47) and 232.2/1 (m. 27) (always oboe d'amore 2); colla parte in BWV 88/1, 104/5 and 151/3. 
69 Haynes 2004, p. 73; Haynes 2001, p. 371; Prinz 2005, p. 346ff. 
70 Prinz 2005, p. 343f.: Two oboes and oboe d'amore (BWV 50), oboe, oboe d'amore and oboe da caccia 

(BWV 128), two oboi d'amore with taille (BWV 8.2 (version in D), 80, 88, 104, 148, 169, and two oboi 

d'amore with two oboi da caccia (BWV 183, 248.2/11).  
71 Ibid., p. 344f. 
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This originally French taille (tenor) referred to a large oboe in f, thus a fifth lower than the or-

dinary oboe (Fig. 15). Because the term taille could also have a different meaning in this con-

text (see below), and in order to distinguish it from the bent oboe da caccia discussed in § 4, 

this instrument will be further referred to as the ‘straight tenor oboe’. 72 

The holes on the straight tenor oboe were drilled more obliquely downwards, and the 

foot was usually pear-shaped after 1700-1720 (like the Liebesfuß on the oboe d'amore (Fig. 15). 73 

The distance between the holes was so great that large hands were required. 74 Surviving in-

struments were made by among others Johann Jacob Lindner (Fig. 15b), Jacob Denner, Jo-

hann Wolfgang Königsperger (Fig. 15a), Johann Georg Eisenmenger, Carl August and Jacob 

Friedrich Grundmann and Johann and Georg Heinrich Scherer. Apparently, around Leipzig 

straight tenor recorders were made less often than oboi da caccia: of the twenty known wood-

wind instrument makers from Leipzig not a single straight tenor has survived. 75 

Fig. 15a, b. Three-keyed straight tenor hobos. 

a. Johann Wolfgang Königsperger, Roding Oberpfalz approx. 1730. 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, no. 2011.416. 

b. (Johann Jacob?) Lindner, southern Germany ca. 1750. 

Musée de la Musique, Philharmonie de Paris, no. E.606. 

                                                      
72 Strictly speaking, both the taille and the oboe da caccia were not tenor but alto instruments, and the 

oboe d'amore was a mezzo-soprano instrument.  
73 Despite the spherical or pear-shaped base, these instruments could have vent holes, such as the taille 

of Johannes Scherer Jr. (Staatliches Institut für Musikforschung Preußischer Kulturbesitz Berlin, no. 

2959), illustrated in Prinz 2005, p. 363. 
74 Haynes 2001, p. 379. 
75 Michael Finkelman, "Die Oboeninstrumente in tieferer Stimmlage, Teil 3", in Tibia 1999, Heft 2, p. 

451f.(Finkelman III). 
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German tracts from the first half of the eighteenth century 
In no treatise from Bach's time is the taille mentioned as an oboe instrument. However, it is 

mentioned as a tenor clef or tenor part, both vocally and instrumentally. Q 

Similarities and differences between a taille, a straight tenor oboe and an oboe da 

caccia 
Could it be that Bach did not mean a straight tenor oboe with the taille but the oboe da caccia? 

In general, a taille was the third part, or tenor part. A taille could also refer to a string instru-

ment like the viola. The definition in the treatises suggests that in Germany the taille as oboe 

simply meant the oboe that played the tenor part; whether that was the straight tenor oboe, 

or the bent oboe da caccia is not certain. The straight tenor oboe was never a solo instrument, 

as the oboe da caccia could be, but functioned as a tenor instrument in oboe ensembles.  

 Haynes and Prinz describe the distinction between the parts for the taille and the oboe 

da caccia in Bach's cantatas and passions through the following observations:76 

 

1. The taille functioned exclusively as the third oboe in a three-part choir of oboes that 

often, but not always, reinforced the strings or singers; only the oboe da caccia could 

also be used in solo parts. 

2. The taille is not prescribed in pairs anywhere, but the oboe da caccia is. 

3. The taille was never played by the first and second oboist; oboe da caccia’s in obligato 

parts, on the other hand, probably always were.  

4. Taille parts are usually less difficult to play than obligato oboe da caccia parts. 

 

That the taille would have been a tutti instrument and the oboe da caccia an obligato instru-

ment, as claimed by some authors, 77 is not always true. An oboe da caccia fulfilled the role of a 

taille more than once, 78 acting as the third oboe in an obligato wind choir, i.e. these oboes did 

not duplicate the strings or singers. 79 Since an oboe da caccia could fulfil the role of a taille, one 

might suspect that an oboe da caccia always assumed the role of the taille. However, this is not 

certain: the possibility exists that Bach usually had a taille part performed on a straight tenor 

oboe. However, it is not certain that a straight tenor oboe ever sounded in the churches in 

Leipzig. 80 The term ‘tenor oboes’ in this study refers to the instruments that played the taile 

part; these may have been straight tenor oboes or oboi da caccia.  

The tenor oboe and its players in the two main churches in Leipzig 
Like other oboes, tenor oboes were not owned by the churches, but by the city musicians. As 

the taille always fulfilled the role of third oboe in Bach's cantatas, a third oboist must there-

fore have been present. In his 1730 memorandum ('Entwurff'’), Bach described the position of 

the third oboist as vacant: Vacat - 3 Hautbois oder Taille.81 The instrument may normally have 

                                                      
76 Haynes 2001 p. 382; Prinz 2005, p. 385. 
77 See Prinz 2005, p. 383f. 
78 Ibid., p. 384: BWV 13/3, 87/1, 110/6, 128/1, 244.2/65, 248.2/19 and in four-part chorales.  

Ibid., p. 371: In BWV 176/1 the score reads Hautb. da Caccia cum Tenore, but in the part and both title 

maps it reads Taille. This suggests that the taille part was played on an oboe da caccia. 
79 Ibid., p. 384f.: BWV 28/1, 35/1,2, 68/4, 101/4, 140/1, 146/1, 148/4.  
80 Haynes 2001, p. 382. 
81 Johann Sebastian Bach, Kurtzer, iedoch höstnöthiger Entwurff einer wohlbestallten Kirchen 

Music; nebst einigem unvorgreiflichen Bedencken von dem Verfall derselben. Letter to the 
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been played by a town musician or a Geselle, possibly sometimes a student or a Thomass-

chule pupil. 

Taille parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: deployment, number of instruments, 

naming, clefs and notation. 
The taille was prescribed by Bach in Leipzig in 22 cantatas and two motets, always together 

with two oboes.82 It is unlikely that the taille would have been prescribed in a number of can-

tatas from his first annual cantata cycle.83 Bach removed the taille prescribed in the Weimar 

version of Der Himmel lacht BWV 31.1 for the performance in Leipzig in the first cycle. In the 

second cycle Bach prescribed the taille  four times,84 but the vast majority of cantatas with the 

taille parts were composed from December 1725 (third cycle) onwards.  

Bach used only one name for the instrument: Taille. All the taille parts are written in 

alto clef notation (and thus not in the nowadays usual transposing notation in the violin clef). 

There is never more than one taille prescribed at a time. Instead of the combination of two 

oboes and taille, a combination of two oboi d'amore with taille could also be used. 85 

Taille parts that are played colla parte with the viola usually do not have their own 

stave in scores. Sometimes the deployment of the taille is indicated on the viola stave, some-

times it only appears in the parts - at least, in those cases where the parts have been pre-

served (fig. 12). 86 When the oboes and taille choir do not duplicate the string parts, they are of 

course included in the score with separate staves; 87 probably also when those scores have 

not been preserved. 

Taille-parts in Bach's Leipzig cantatas: pitch and tone, ambitus and lowest notes 
Even more than with the normal oboe, the parts for the taille are predominantly in flats. This 

is not surprising: whereas the normal oboe has the most natural fingerings in the key of D 

(two sharps), the tenor oboe has G (one sharp). 88 

Both the straight tenor oboe and the oboe da caccia had a lowest tone of f. This does not 

alter the fact that taille-parts that are performed colla parte often contain notes lower than f. In 

all cases these are Umfangsunterschreitungen, which can be attributed to the uncritical copying 

of viola or tenor parts and a lack of control. As with the oboe and the oboe d'amore, however, 

Bach also made several adjustments that ensured playability. 89 Umfangsunterschreitung does 

not occur in obligato taille parts. The highest note in Bach's taille parts is f2. In this respect 

Bach is particularly kind to the players; on the oboe da caccia the highest note is a2.  

                                                      
Leipzig Council, 23. August 1730, BD I, no. 22, p. 60ff. 
82 Prinz 2005, p. 388f.: BWV 8 (version in D), 19, 28, 35, 56, 57, 58, 68, 80, 88, 98, 101, 104, 122, 140, 146, 

148, 169, 174, 176, 186, 188, 118 and 226. 
83 BWV 148 and 186 have survived only in copies; the dating of BWV 148 is uncertain, as is the partici-

pation of a taille in BWV 186. The word taille that is notated in the score of BWV 104 for the viola part 

was added later, possibly for a re-performance. 
84 BWV 101, 122, 68 and 176. 
85 BWV 8.2 (version in D), 80.3 (probably) and 88. In view of the required ambitus, BWV 148 and 169 

may be added. 
86 Prinz 2005, p. 366f.: e.g. BWV 57, 58, 88, 98, 122.  
87 Ibid., p. 368: BWV 35, 68, 101, 146, 148, 169, 140. 
88 Ibid., p. 376. 
89 Ibid., p. 374f.: e.g. in BWV 35/1, 57/1, 58.2/5 (re-performance), 68/1,5, 146/1, 169/1, 176/1.  
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The tone f is, as expected, hardly achievable on the tenor oboes (analogous to the c1 on the 

oboe and the a1 /b
1 on the oboe d'amore). More than once Bach has rewritten the part for the 

taille in such a way that the f is avoided (fig. 16). 90 Nevertheless, more than once the f was 

retained, forcing the player to transpose up an octave or omit these notes. 91 

 

Fig. 16a/b. Liebster Gott, wann werd ich sterben BWV 8.2/1, version in D, m. 64c-65. 

a. part of tenor (tenor-C clef) b. part of taille (alto-C clef, colla parte with tenor) 

Adaptation of low notes, including f, to the ambitus of the taille. 

 

Bach prescribed a taille in 22 cantatas and 2 motets, especially from 1725 on-

wards. Although in France this instrument meant a straight tenor oboe, in 

Germany a tenor oboe in F in general seems to have been meant; as such the 

oboe da caccia may also have been used. Bach's taille is always a third oboe; 

the player was therefore not one of the two regular oboists. Often, the taille 

duplicated the vocal tenor or viola part; in doing so, the playable range was 

easily exceeded, both upwards and downwards. The taille is mainly prescribed 

in pieces written in flat keys. The parts are always written transposing C and 

notated with the alto clef. 
 

4. What is known about the construction, characteristics, players and 

use of the Oboe da caccia in Bach's cantatas and passions in Leipzig? 
 

The oboe da caccia in Germany in the eighteenth century. 

The oboe da caccia was played in relatively few towns in central Germany, Silesia and Poland, 

and was produced by only a few makers in the period 1720-1760. The "hunting oboe" was a 

curved variant of the tenor oboe, with a flaring bell, like a horn. The shape of the bell was 

probably the reason for the name given to the instrument. The bell was usually made of 

wood (Fig. 17b), but Eichentopf in Leipzig made it (probably exclusively) of brass (Fig. 17a), 

as witnessed by the two surviving oboi da caccia from his hand. This is not surprising: Eichen-

topf made (or sold?) not only woodwind instruments, but also brass ones, and may have 

found it easier to make a brass bell (or have one made?). The curved shape was achieved by 

sawing out small wedges at regular intervals, smearing the saw cuts with thick glue, bending 

the wood towards each other at the sawed-out places and clamping the whole while it was 

                                                      
90 Ibid., p. 376: BWV 8.2/6 (version in D), 57/1, 68/5, 169/1, 174/5, 176/1.  
91 Ibid., p. 374: BWV 80.3/7, 146/1, 169/1.  
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drying. The instrument was then covered with (usually black) leather, as with the zinc. 92 An-

other similarity with the zinc was the often octagonal cross-section; 93 an important difference 

was the roundness: this was much more generous in the oboe da caccia, to almost a semicircle. 

The most important reason for bending the instrument was probably to bring the lower holes 

and valves at a shorter distance for the hands, in order to accommodate players with shorter 

arms. This does not mean that the holes were placed at a shorter distance from each other: 

large hands remained necessary. As far as is known, the instrument was held close to the 

body, with the bell rearward-facing. 94 
 

Fig. 17a, b. Oboi da caccia. 

a. Johann Heinrich Eichentopf, Leipzig 1724. Scenkonst Museet, Stockholm, no. M170. 

b. M. Deper, c. 1750. Germanisches Nationalmuseum Nürnberg, no. MI 108. 

 

The few surviving oboi da caccia are, as far as the makers can be traced, made by Johann Gott-

fried and Johann Gottlob Bauer (1724) and Johann Heinrich Eichentopf (1724) in Leipzig, M. 

Deper (year unknown), possibly in Vienna, H.C. Strisce (1720-1740) in Germany or Poland, 

and J.I. Weigel (ca. 1735-1760) in Breslau (Wrocław). 95 Of the twelve surviving instruments 

by Weigel, nine have the wide bell typical of the oboe da caccia. Two instruments, however, 

have a pear-shaped foot, as in the case of the straight tenor oboe; in another instrument both 

types of feet are present: apparently both could be applied as desired. Weigel's tenor oboes 

with pear-shaped bell are considered to be the most important precursors of the cor anglais. 96 

An inventory of music for tenor oboe by Katarzyna Pilipiuk shows that the instruments were 

mainly used between 1730 and 1770 in Silesia and Poland. There they already carried the 

name Cornu Anglois or a variant thereof; possibly this was a corruption of Corno anglico or an-

gelico. From a surviving catalogue it can be deduced that this name was not exclusively used 

                                                      
92 Michael Finkelman, "Die Oboeninstrumente in tieferer Stimmlage, Teil 4", Tibia 1999, Heft 3, p. 537f. 

(Finkelman IV). 
93 Haynes 2001, p. 380. 
94 Ibid., Finkelman IV, 1999/3, p. 537. 
95 Finkelman IV, p. 537. 
96 Ibid., p. 539. 
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for the instruments with pear-shaped feet, but also for what in central Germany was called 

an oboe da caccia. 97 

German tracts from the first half of the eighteenth century 
During Bach's lifetime the oboe da caccia was only mentioned by Mattheson in 1722. He men-

tioned the organist Johann Georg Gleichmann in Ilmenau near Erfurth, who offered all kinds 

of musical instruments for sale, including a Hautbois de Chasse. 98 No further explanation or 

information on this instrument is given. That the oboe da caccia is still known at all in our time 

is entirely due to Bach and his first oboist Gleditsch. Bach is practically the only composer 

whose music for solo oboe da caccia is known, and certainly the most famous.99 

The oboe da caccia and its players in the two main churches in Leipzig 
See above under the taille (§ 3). That Gleditsch also played an important role here may be 

clear from the intermediary role he played in 1722 in the purchase of two oboi da caccia from 

Eichentopf for the Kapellmeister in Zerbst, Johann Friedrich Fasch, who called the instru-

ments Hautbois du Silve [sic] (forest oboes). 100 

 Solo parts were generally entrusted to the first (or first and second) oboist, and not to 

a possible taille player. In Nimm von uns, Herr, du treuer Gott BWV 101, for instance, the taille 

player is used in movements 1, 4 and 7; the first and second oboists play the oboe. In move-

ment 6, however, the part of a solo oboe da caccia is included in the part of the first oboist. 

Something similar occurs in a number of other cantatas. 101 

Oboe da caccia parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: stakes, naming, keys and nota-

tion 
Within a month of taking up his post in Leipzig, Bach used the instrument for the first time 

in cantata BWV 167 (fig. 18). Over the years he continued to prescribe the instrument, and 

did so in 25 works. 102 A total of 26 solo parts are known, five of them in the Matthäus-Passion. 

He usually gave the instrument the somewhat hybrid name Hautbois da Caccia, or a variant 

such as Hautbois de chasse, sometimes also Ob(b)oe da caccia. He almost always notated the 

parts in the alto C clef, as well as the taille parts. 103 

 

                                                      
97 Katarzyna Pilipik, ' The Origins of the English Horn in Light of the Instruments of J.I. Weigel and 

Early Repertoire for cornu anglois from Silesia and Poland', the double reed 43/4, 2020, a.o. p. 153ff. 
98 Johann Mattheson, Critica Musica Pars IV, Hamburg 1723, p. 254. 
99 Haynes 2001, p. 381f. Other composers of whom some solo parts for the oboe da caccia are known are 

Johann Friedrich Fasch in Zerbst, Christoph Graupner in Darmstadt and Giovanni Battista Fernandini 

in Dresden. 
100 Finkelman IV, 1999/3, p. 538, Haynes 2001, p. 381. Graupner spoke of an oboe da selva. 
101 Prinz 2005, p. 370f.: besides BWV 101, BWV 16/5, 27/3, 74, 80.3, 87, 110/6, 7, 167/3, 177/3, 179/5.  
102 Ibid., p. 386f.: BWV 1, 6, 13, 16, 27, 46, 65, 69.1, 74, 80.3, 82.1, 87, 101, 110, 119, 128, 147, 167, 177, 179, 

180, 183, 244.2, 245.1-5, 248.2II .  
103 Ibid., p. 365f.: Transposing notation occurs in movements of BWV 6, for late performances of BWV 1 

and 82.1 and possibly 80.3 and 180. The violin key in the oboe da caccia part of BWV 13/6 should proba-

bly be taken as indicating a change from the oboe da caccia to the ordinary oboe.  
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Fig. 18. 'Gottes Wort, das trüget nicht', BWV 167 /3, oboe part, beginning. 

 

Oboe da caccia parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: pitch and key preferences, am-

bitus, lowest tones 

As far as pitch and tone preference are concerned, the same applies as with the taille (§ 3). 

Although descriptions from Bach's time are lacking, one can expect, analogous to other oboe 

types, that the ambitus was f-g2 (sounding pitch). In Bach's solo parts the highest note was a 

f2 ('Wie selig sind doch die' BWV 80.3/7), and colla parte playing an as2 ('Mache dich mein 

Herze rein' BWV 244.2/65). Umfangsunterschreitungen again occur mainly in parts played colla 

parte with the viola or tenor. 104 

Bach often prescribed the lowest tone f, and from g onwards all tones including the 

chromatic ones. He tried to avoid the rather unplayable tone f; sometimes the tone re-

mained, almost always when the part had a duplicating function. 105 In some other cases he 

wrote alternatives avoiding the f (fig. 19). 106 

 

Fig. 19. Bleib bei uns BWV 6/1, m. 92d-94b, score. 

a. stave viola, b. stave oboe da caccia; f in m. 93d avoided. 

Oboe da caccia parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: number of instruments 
One oboe da caccia is prescribed together with one or two voices and possibly other instru-

ments in twelve arias and one recitative (arioso); 107 two oboi da caccia in six arias and eight 

recitatives (ariosos).108 Other instruments are often other oboes, recorders and traversos. 109 

                                                      
104 Ibid., p. 373: E for example in BWV 74/8 and 110/6.  
105 Ibid., p. 375: The f is left in the obligato part in BWV 80.3/7 (m. 30) and in the colla parte parts BWV 

65/1, BWV 110/6 and 7, 128/1 and 169/1. 
106 Ibid., p. 376: BWV 6/1, 46/1, 87/7, 248.2/12. 
107 Ibid., p. 381: arias: BWV 1/3, 6/2, 13/1, 16/5, 27/3, 69.1/3, 74/2, 80.3/7, 101/6, 167/3, 177/3, 245.1-5/35; 

recitative: 74/6.  
108 Ibid.: arias: BWV 65/4, 87/3, 119/3, 179/5, 244.2/49, 60; recitatives: 119/4, 147/4, 183/1, 244.2/19, 48, 59, 

248.2/14, 18.  
109 Ibid., p. 382: with recorder: BWV 13/1, 46/5, 69.1/3, 119/4, 244.2/19. With traverso: BWV 101/6, 

244.1/19 (?), 244.2/49, 245.1-5/35.  
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Two oboi da caccia are rarely used in unison. 110 Bach sometimes used a colla parte playing oboe 

da caccia, with or without a taille function.111 Schmücke dich o liebe Seele BWV 180 is the only 

cantata in which an oboe and an oboe da caccia are prescribed simultaneously (in parts 1 and 

5; fig. 20). Finally, it is almost self-evident that also taille parts could be realised on an oboe da 

caccia; perhaps this was even standard practice (§ 3). Six times the oboe da caccia has been re-

placed by another instrument in repeat performances; 112 the reverse happened only once. 113 

  

 
Fig. 20. Schmücke dich o liebe Seele BWV 180/1, score, beginning,  

Staves: recorders, oboe and oboe da caccia. 

 

The oboe da caccia was a tenor oboe that was mainly produced and played 

around Leipzig and Silesia. In contrast to the straight tenor oboe, the instru-

ment was bent to almost half a circle, usually octagonal in diameter, covered 

with leather and provided with a wide flared bell, which was usually made of 

wood, but was made of brass by (or for) the Leipzig instrument maker Eichen-

topf.  

Bach prescribed the oboe da caccia not only as a third oboe (taille), but also in 

solo parts for one or two instruments. Just as for the taille, flat keys were the 

most suitable. 
 

 

Rens Bijma, Version 19 December 2022 

With thanks to Marcel Ponseele, Stefaan Verdegem, Alfredo Bernardini and Peter Frankenberg 

  

                                                      
110 Ibid., BWV 46/5, 183/4 and 244.1/65.  
111 Ibid., p. 383: BWV 82.1/3 (re-performed), 13/3, 87/1, 110/6, 128/1, 146/1 (partly), 180/5 (partly), 

244.2/65, 248.2/19 (partly), as well as in four-part chorales.  
112 Ibid., p. 377ff.: BWV 6, 16, 69.1, 11 (even before the first performance), 147, 245.4. 
113 Ibid., p. 379: BWV 82.1. 
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A Johann Christoph Weigel, Musicalisches Theatrum, Nürnberg ca. 1722, [Blatt 8]. 

 HAUTBOIST. Weg Bäurische Schallmeÿ: mein Klang muß dich vertreiben [...]. 
B Johann Christoph Weigel, Abbildung der Gemein-Nützlichen Hauptstände, Regenspurg 1698, p. 237. 

 Der Pfeiffen-Macher. 

[…] Cornet oder Zincken / Fagott und so genannte Dulcian […] / Schalmeyen und Pombar-

den / wie auch die heut zu Tag fast am meinsten beliebteste Hautbois, […]: Absonderlich sind 

der Zeit in Nürnberg zwey berühmte Meister annoch im Leben / und aller Orten bekannt / so 

diese Instrumenten aus dermassen wohl verfertigen / davon der eine / alle jetzt-benannte / 

nicht nur zu machen / sondern mit accurater Beobachtung der Mensur / sehr schicklich zu bla-

sen weiß. 
C Martin Heinrich Fuhrmann, Musicalischer Trichter, Francfurt an der Spree 1706, p. 93. 

13. Viol di Gamba, [...] und nur Schade / daß es itzt so wenig gebraucht wird / solches haben die 

Frantzöischen Hautbois so danieder gedruckt; denn anjetzo wird wol schwerlich jemand zu 

einem Kunst-Pfeiffer sagen: Herr / machet mir eine Sonate auff Violdigamben, (wie noch wol 

vor 20. oder 30. Jahren geschah) sondern: Blaset mir auff der Hautbois einem March oder Me-

nuet auff &c. [...] 
D Johann Samuel Beyer, Anweisung zur Singe-Kunst, Freyberg 1703, Appendix [p. 117]. 

 Hautbois, eine Frantzosische Schallmey. 
E Friederich Erhard Niedt, Handleitung zur Variation, Hamburg 1706, s.p. 

 Hautbois, eine Frantzsche Schallmey / geht von c1 biß ordinair ins c3 . 

   Ibid., Musicalische Handleitung Bd. 2, ed. Johann Mattheson, Hamburg 1721, p. 111. 

 Hautbois: eine Frantzösische Schallmey [...]. 
F Fuhrmann 1706, p. 92. 

 8. Hautbois, eine Frantzöis. Schallmeye / klingt wol / wenn ein Künstler darüber kommt. 
G Johann Gottfried Walther, Praecepta der Musicalischen Composition, Tome I [Weimar 1708, p. 130]. 

 Hautbois, eine Frantzösische Schallmey / gehet ordinair von c1 biß ins c3. 
H Johann Mattheson, Das neu-eröffnete Orchestre, Hamburg 1713, p. 268. 

Der gleichsam redende Hautbois, Ital. Oboe, ist bey den Frantzosen / und nunmehro auch bey 

uns / das / was vor diesem in Teutschland die Schalmeyen (von den alten Musicis Piffari ge-

nandt) gewesen sind / ob sie gleich etwas anders eingerichtet. Die Hautbois kommen / nach der 

Flute Allemande, der Menschen-Stimme wol am nähesten / wenn sie mannierlich und nach der 

Sing-Art tractirt werden / wozu ein großer Habitus und sonderlich die ganze Wissenschafft der 

Singe-Kunst gehöret. Werden aber die Hautbois nicht auff das aller delicateste angeblasen / (es 

sey denn im Felde oder inter pocula, wo mans eben so genau nicht nimmt) so will ich lieber 

eine gute Maultrommel oder ein Kamm-Stückchen davor hören / und glaube / es werden ihrer 

mehr also verwehnet seyn. Die Etendüe hat 2. Octaven vom c1 bis c3. auch wol d3. 
I Johann Gottfried Walther, Musicalisches Lexicon, Leipzig 1732, p. 304. 

Hautbois (gall.) s.m. ist das überall bekannte, und aus Buchsbaum Holz verfertigte Blas-In-

strument, welches die sonst üblich gewesene Schallmey abgelöset, dessen ambitus vom c1 bis 

ins c3, auch wol ins d3, nach Cammer-Ton gerechnet, gehet. Heisset eigentlich ein Hohes Holz. 

Der dieses Instrument bläset, wird auf Frantzösisch auch also genennet. 
J Joseph Friedrich Bernhard Caspar Majer, Museum Musicum Theoretico-Practicum, Schwäbisch Hall 

1732, p. 34. 

§ 8. Der gleichsam redende Hautbois, gall. ist bey den Frantzosen auch sonsten überall bekandt 

/ und ein aus Buchs-Baum / oder anderm guten Holz verfertigtes Blas-Instrument. Dergleichen 

vor diesem in Teutschland die Schallmeyen gewesen / ob sie gleich etwas anders eingerichtet; 

derselben Ambitus und die Application ist fast durchgehends / wie auf der Traversiere oder 

Quer-Flöte. 
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K Barnickel (Johann Christoph & Johann David Stößel), Kurzgefaßtes musicalisches Lexicon, Chemnitz 

1737, p. 171. 

Hautbois, ist ein musicalisches Instrument oder Frantzösische Schallmey-Pfeiffe, welches ver-

mittelst eines aus Rohr gemachten Mundstückes geblasen wird, hat einen sehr durchdringen-

den harten Thon, erfordert aber viel Wind. Die Frantzosen nennen es das hohe Holz, oder eine 

hölzerne Pfeiffe, weil sie um einen Thon, oder einem Secundam höher gehen, als Zincken und 

Posaunen. Derjenige, so auf dergleichen Instrument spielen und blasen kann, wird ein Hautbo-

iste genennet. 
L Johann Philipp Eisel, Musicos autodidaktos, Erfurt 1738, p. 96ff. 

1. Was ist das Hautbois vor ein Instrument? 

Das Hautbois, Italiänisch Oboe, ist ein blasendes Instrument, welches von den Frantzo-

sen zu uns Teutschen kommen, und an statt der teutschen Schalmeyen getreten: Es ist 

dieses gleichsam redende Instrument, wenn es wohl tractiret wird, eines der angeneh-

mesten unter allen, und das der menschlichen Stimme wohl am nächsten tritt; aber es 

gehöret auch, wenn es recht manierlich und nach der Singe-Art soll tractiret werden, 

ein rechter Habitus und Fertigkeit darzu. Man bedienet sich dessen im Felde, in der 

Oper, in lustigen Compagnien und auch in der Kirchen. 

 2. Welches ist der Ambitus des Hautbois? 

Die Etendue dieses Instruments begreifft drey Octaven, nemlich von ein- biß drey-ge-

strichene C. auch wohl drey-gestrichene D. 

 3. Wie viel hat das Hautbois Löcher? 

Acht, nemlich sieben oben, und eines auf der Seite. Von den ersteren werden die drey 

vordersten schlechtweg mit den Fingern gedecket, da hingegen unter den 4. Untern 

das letzte durch eine Klappe gedecket ist, welches auch mit dem Seit-Loche geschie-

het. 

 4. Wie viel hat ein Hautbois Griffe? 

  Fünff und zwantzig inclusive der Semitonien. 

5. Wie heißen sie nach einander? 

[The following are descriptions of the fingering for each tone, which are, however, 

also summarised in the fingering chart below]. 

 
M Johann Kuhnau, An E. Hoch Edlen und Hochweisen Rath zu Leipzig unterdienstliches Memorial, 1709,  

   Published in Philipp Spitta, Johann Sebastian Bach, Zweiter Band, Leipzig2 1916, p. 856ff,  

§ 12. [...] 2. Hautbois, {...] 
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N Johann Kuhnau (1717), in: Johann Mattheson, Critica Musica, Band II, Hamburg 1725, p. 235. 

[…] (ich habe aber fast von der ersten Zeit meiner Direction der Kirchen-Music den Cornet-Ton 

abgeschaffet, und den Kammer-Ton, der eine Secunda oder kleine Tertia, nachdem es sich schi-

cken will, tieffer ist, eingeführet, ungeachtet die transponirten Continui nicht allemahl mit willi-

gen Händen aufgenommen werden wollen) […] 
O Walther 1732, p. 304. 

Hautbois d'Amour (gall.) ein ohngefehr an. 1720 bekannt gewordenes Blas-Instrument, ist in al-

lem der ordinairen Hautbois gleich, ausser daß es eine andere unten zugemachte Stürtze, und in 

selbiger eines Fingers dicke Mundung hat; gehet von a bis ins a2 , auch wol ins b2 und h2 . 
P Eisel 1738, p. 99f. 

 6. Wie wird das Hautbois d' Amour tractiret? 

Eben wie ein gemein Hautbois, darbey man nur dieses zu mercken hat: daß das Haut-

bois d' Amouir um eine Tertia tiefer, als die ordentliche stehet, und das es eine andere 

unten zugemachte Stürtze hat, in welcher die Mündung eines Fingers dicke ist. Dieses 

Instrument ist ohngefehr Anno 1720. bekannt worden. Von den Teutschen Schall-

meyen ist unnöthig etwas in diesen Bogen anzuführen, weil selbe nunmehr unter die 

verrottesten Instrumenta gediehen sind. 

 7. Welches ist des Hautbois ihr Clavis? 

  Der schon aus dem vorigen bekannte Clavis G. 
Q As examples:  

Mattheson 1713, p. 69, in the notes on the alto and tenor key. 

Selbige Claves sind so wol zum sung als zum spielen gebräuchlich / und hat sonderlich der 

letztere seine Französische Benennung [=taille] von der taille oder dem Wachsthum eines Men-

schen / omdat fast eine jede erwachsene Manns-Person / die zu ihrer rechten taille kommen / 

eine solche Stimme / wie der Tenor ist / von Natur hat. 

Walther 1732, p. 594, speaks of the Tenor-Stimme, and further quotes Mattheson,  


